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Spawning Ground Survey

• Showed them what is possible.

• Staff still getting used to digital data 
entry.

• Starting simple, other surveys

• Building flexible form to 
accommodate different projects

• Plan to try out next year Michelle Steg-Geltner
Status and Trends Reporting Coordinator

4.11.2022

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Still in initial stages.Showed them what is possible (show mine & Warm Springs Form) (e.g. form with Cascade selects, relevants, validation rules, mapping dashboard).Staff still getting used to digital data entry (don’t want to overwhelm technicians)They are starting with some simple forms (tracking interrogation site maintenance, habitat)Building flexible form to accommodate different projects & align fields as much as possible.Plan to develop forms, try out in the field next year (depending on how this year goes).
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Adult Traps
Roza Dam Adult Trap (Prosser Denil next year)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Access is being phased out, may not be supported going forward, wanted to transition to a system easier to maintain.Roza Adult Sampling:  Same situation as above. Bios like the form and have started to use it, (but have an internet connectivity issue at present).Prosser Video Count:  Had issues working from home during pandemic uploading the data, now can send through Survey123 from anywhere.Screwtrap Data Flow:  Working on PTAGIS feed, but data has to be reviewed by staff and checked before sending on to ptagis.



Adult Trapping & Dam Counts
Prosser Video 
Counts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Access is being phased out, may not be supported going forward, wanted to transition to a system easier to maintain.Roza Adult Sampling:  Same situation as above. Bios like the form and have started to use it, (but have an internet connectivity issue at present).Prosser Video Count:  Had issues working from home during pandemic uploading the data, now can send through Survey123 from anywhere.Screwtrap Data Flow:  Working on PTAGIS feed, but data has to be reviewed by staff and checked before sending on to ptagis.



Juvenile Trapping

• Screwtraps (Yakima 
Basin) ~5 yr.

• Survey123 Form, 
rugged tablets

• Pittag entry

• Staff in Wenatchee 
using laptop, P4 export

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Running screwtraps (Yakima Basin)Survey123 Form, Pittag entry, rugged tabletsWorking on way to extract the pittag data (probably in a SQL report, formatted for submittal to ptagis), so staff can review, then send to ptagis. They don’t want data going directly to ptagis, they want to review it first.Some folks in Wenatchee using laptop, P4 export instead



Juvenile Trapping https://dashboard.yakamafish-star.net/dashboard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consolidated Dataset in STAR Dashboard (+legacy)QA/QC, downloadhttps://dashboard.yakamafish-star.net/dashboard/QA/ScrewTrapConsolidated



Juvenile Trapping https://dashboard.yakamafish-star.net/dashboard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Report Outputhttps://dashboard.yakamafish-star.net/dashboard/QA/JuvenileDensitiesEntrySteelhead Juvenile Abundance EstimateSteelhead Smolt Per Redd/Spawner
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Driving Factors:
1. Increased demand on staff time to report in certain formats

2. Increased demand on projects to share data (Need for Efficiency)

3. Need for internal consolidation, review, sharing, documenting progress

4. Ability to pass (simplified) processes on to new staff

5. Usability of legacy data



Field Data Workflow

ESRI 
Survey123*

ArcGIS Online
ESRI Hosted Feature 

Service

Central Dataset
Repository

(MS SQL Server)

STAR Dashboard

QA 
Module

Regional Sharing (Streamnet, DART, etc.)

ESRI Tools

Field Tablets / mobile

(Dashboards, story maps, 
online maps, etc.)

Data queries 
and reporting

(DRUPAL)

Existing 
Processes*

(Nelson Springs) Dam Counts, 
Roza Trap Samples,
Klickitat Counts, etc.
Legacy datasets also.

End-to-end solution with ESRI tools (Survey 123/ArcGIS online) and YN’s STAR Project

Field Data Entry

Cloud: Consolidated,
standardized dataset

Central 
Database

Quality Assurance

Outreach

Excel, Access, etc.

Yakima screw trap, UC habitat/
snorkel, lamprey surveys.

*Built-in offsite redundancy, allows for growth while maintaining existing staff processes.

Field Data 
Entry

Cloud

Central 
Database

Quality 
Assurance

Outreach

Regional Sharing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a high-level overview of how the data feeds and sharing works. (click) For data entry: some data is loaded through Survey123 Digital Field forms which is automatically fed through ESRI online (click) to a consolidated database (click) (automatically when you get back to wifi).Having the data collected and corrections done through Survey123, there is only one consolidated dataset which eliminates problems with versioning. Datasets can also be loaded through existing processes, from Access or excel to the same standardized and consolidated dataset (so you can use both processes)(click) This process also allows field staff to pull up previously submitted surveys, edit them and resubmit on their mobile device or pc.We have an online interface where we can provide pwd. protected access to QA/QC datasets for staff in any office (click) From there the approved data can be fed to summary outputs and data queries on our website and (click) pushed to reporting sites, or made available for entities to retrieve from us themselves (like DART).[Here Binh offered to discuss some of the technical details of how we move data to/ from ArcGIS Online and the STAR Database (with Python Scripts)].
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a high-level overview of how the data feeds and sharing works. (click) Some data is loaded through Survey123 Digital Field forms which is automatically fed through ESRI online to a consolidated database (automatically when you get back to wifi).(click) Having the data collected and corrections done through Survey123, there is only one consolidated dataset which eliminates versioning. Datasets can also be loaded through existing processes, from Access or excel to one standardized and consolidated datasetThis also allows for field staff to pull up previously submitted surveys, edit them and resubmit on their mobile device.Other data is currently fed through scripts to pull it, or load legacy data from Access or Excel forms.(click) After collection through survey123, the data ends up in a centralized SQL server database(click) From there we have an online interface where we can provide pwd. protected access to QA/QC datasets for staff from any office.(click) From there the approved data can be pushed to reporting sites, and fed to summary outputs and data queries on our website.Here Binh offered to discuss some of the technical details of how we move data to/ from ArcGIS Online and the STAR Database (with Python Scripts).



HONOR. PROTECT. RESTORE.

Our Need for Our Approach

1.No top-down implementation, siloed legacy

2.Need for project by project implementation, demonstration of 
advantages

3.Lacking technical staff

4.Prioritization of our priorities (individualized outputs to serve 
needs)

5.Need for self-supportable, in-house tools and systems

6.Start in-house, then share regionally

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are currently in the process of:Iteratively improving and standardizing data collection through gradual adoption of Survey123 data entry forms and improved data flow processes, as time and resources allow.It takes awhile to implement, but gradual adoption can be helpful, bringing on willing participants, and using their example to encourage others to participate.We are also gradually updating legacy data collection systems with processes that are easier to maintain in future, and also remotely..Datasets we have developed this processes for include:Screw Traps (in the Yakima Basin) and Habitat and Snorkel Surveys (in the Upper Columbia)Throughout the region where we work, we are also working on incorporating digital data entry for:Video Passage CountsFacility trap samplingHatchery fish processingLamprey biological and habitat surveysIn the future, there is potential to incorporate Wildlife Habitat, Water Quality, harvest monitoring, etc.?[So far, there are something like:# of records Dam Counts? (250k)# of Records Screw Traps? (~4k)In the system.]



Advantages: Tailored to Staff Needs E.g. UC Kelt Reconditioning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Advantages: Tailored to Staff NeedsActually make our staff’s work easier.Example UC Kelt ReconditioningFour forms (same as I gave to CRITFC to modify for their needs).



Presenter
Presentation Notes
4 forms feeding into same consolidated, queryable database.https://dashboard.yakamafish-star.net/dashboard/QA/KeltAllows you to track the fate of a single fish over time, and create various summaries. Like this SQL tank roster (or fish on hand) report.



Areas Not Covered:

Not a comprehensive data warehouse.

Not implemented across all projects.

Targeted just for those who need help with a specific 
process.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Areas Not Covered”Not a comprehensive data warehouse (But this was not our priority. Our priority was taking care of day to day burdens on staff to enter, process, and share data). Maybe need more documentation, metadata?Not implemented across all projects (yet): But this is an advantage and disadvantage:Allows for more flexibility and customization to suit actual needs 



From previous 
presentation...

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CDMS uses more programming languages: presentation tier: Javascript web interface, also html, css, angular.js (function library)middle tier (data access): C# web service (API REST service), on top of ADO,NET (Microsoft technology to access data from database), connected to ArcSDE databasedata tier: MySql (MS sql server) database (relationships can be quite complex) for tabular data, ArcSDE for spatial dataSet up and maintenance requires knowledge of multiple programming languages and a variety of web technologies.Bugs to work out in web interface and services



From previous 
presentation...

Pros                                                                                          Cons?



HONOR. PROTECT. RESTORE.

Central Dataset
Repository

(Access through 
STAR Dashboard)

Embedded

Quality Assurance; 
Controlled Dataset 

Access

PUSH data to external partners, 
or they retrieve from us. 
(Streamnet, CAX, DART)

Key

Fish data is displayed for 
public view, sharing

Partly or fully 
automated

Green Completed
Blue   Some in-progress

End-to-End Data Capture, Consolidation, and Sharing

Real-Time

Yakamafish

automated
scripts

Field Data

Data Capture

Survey123 
ArcGIS Online

Existing 
Processes  
(Excel, Access, 
etc.)

• Screw traps
• UC habitat, fish 

surveys
• Lamprey & habitat 

surveys
• Dam counts
• Trap Samples
• Hatchery tagging & 

sampling
• Harvest monitoring?                       

ESRI

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another way of looking at the flow: so you can see examples of where the data is going.(From field forms or access/excel feed, through ESRI Online, to our centralized database, where we QA/QC, push-button or retrievable by Streamnet, CAX, DART or displaying/ downloadable on our website)Now for some live examples.(Firefox- not signed in)(Chrome – signed in)



Data Display, Query, and Sharing Tools: Public Access

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Bring up yakamafish online not signed in on Firefox]:Here is the Yakama Nation Fisheries Website, and Some examples of visual displays and interactive outputs that we give public access to.  [Show fish data> dashboard](The interactive dashboard is an ESRI application embedded into our public website. It’s feeding live enumeration data, as soon as it is submitted).For more detail we have a dam counts  query (and we made the data downloadable),  and there are interactive graphical outputs as well.So these are public. For private, or controlled access we have....[Open chrome- signed in][Binh built interactive graphs and queries]
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